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Shoprite’s Act for Change

 

 
 

 

 
Inspired by customer donations in excess of 

Act for Change Fund, the Shoprite Group is making it easier for

shoppers to support organisations that are assisting the most

vulnerable in local communities.

Now when customers donate R5 or more to the Act For Change Fund

at the till point in any Shoprite, Checkers or 

collected will go to vetted beneficiary organisations involved in

Covid-19 relief efforts in the province where the donation was made.
  

 

 

“We strive to eradicate the hunger crisis in South Africa,

which has been exacerbated by the Covid

your help, we can reach many more people and continue our

steady march towards this goal,”

commented Brian Nell, the organisation’s CEO.
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Shoprite’s Act for Change

Fund to support RAH 

Africa 
- KwaZulu-Natal 

 

Inspired by customer donations in excess of R1.7 million to its in

Fund, the Shoprite Group is making it easier for

shoppers to support organisations that are assisting the most

vulnerable in local communities. 
 

Now when customers donate R5 or more to the Act For Change Fund

at the till point in any Shoprite, Checkers or Usave nationally, the funds

collected will go to vetted beneficiary organisations involved in

19 relief efforts in the province where the donation was made.
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The Shoprite Group manages the Fund on behalf of its customers and all donations 

are paid over to the selected beneficiary organisations. There are no administrative 

costs. 
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